In this announcement, we report recent results where we address the open problem of snap-stabilization in messagepassing systems. (A full version of this paper is available as [3] at http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1123.)
INTRODUCTION
The concept of snap-stabilization [2] offers an attractive approach to transient fault tolerance. As soon as such fault ends a snap-stabilizing protocol immediately operates correctly. Of course, not all safety predicates can be guaranteed when the system is started from an arbitrary global state. Snap-stabilization's notion of safety is user-centric: when the user initiates a request, then the received response is correct. However, between the request and the response, the system can behave arbitrarily (except from giving an erroneous response to the user). However, all snap-stabilizing protocols presented thus far used a high-atomicity execution model: each process is able to read the states of its neighbors and update its own state in one atomic step. It was unclear if snap-stabilization is possible in more realistic finer atomicity execution models such as message-passing systems.
The contribution of this work is twofold. We first prove that for non-trivial problem specifications, there exists no snap-stabilizing solution in message-passing systems with unbounded yet finite capacity channels. This negative result stands even if the processes have unbounded memory. In contrast, there is a number of self-stabilizing messagepassing protocols [4, 1] . We then show that snap-stabilization in the low level message passing model is possible if the channels have bounded capacity.
IMPOSSIBILITY RESULTS
We define safety-distributed problem specification. We then show that a safety-distributed specification cannot have a snap-stabilizing solution in message-passing systems even Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). PODC'08, August 18-21, 2008, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. ACM 978-1-59593-989-0/08/08. if each process is allowed to use an unbounded memory. Since most classical synchronization and resource allocation problems are safety-distributed, this result prohibits the existence of snap-stabilizing protocols in message-passing systems if no further assumption is made.
Intuitively, safety distributed specification has a safety property that depends on the behavior of more than one process. That is, certain process behaviors may satisfy safety if done sequentially, while violate it if done concurrently. For example, in the mutual exclusion problem, each process has to eventually enter the critical section yet not two processes can be in the critical section concurrently.
POSSIBILITY RESULTS
We show that snap-stabilization becomes feasible in message-passing systems if the channels are of bounded known message capacity. We present solutions to well-known distributed problems such as propagation of information with feedback, identifier-discovery, and mutual exclusion.
The protocols assume fully-connected networks and use finite local memory at each process. The channels are lossy, bounded and FIFO. The program execution is asynchronous. To ensure non-trivial liveness properties, we make the following fairness assumption: if a sender process s transmits infinitely many messages to a receiver process r then, r receives infinitely many of them. The message that is not lost is received in finite (but unbounded) time. If the channel is full when the message is transmitted, this message is lost. For simplicity, we consider single-message capacity channels. The extension to an arbitrary but known bounded message capacity channels is straightforward.
These positive results imply that the possibility of implementing snap-stabilizing protocols on real networks, and actually implementing them is a future challenge.
